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SAN FRANCISCO J

Is Democracy Outmoded Once Peaa
Israel to 1
In Our City Schools?
By Earl Raab
(Jewish Bulletin Special Writer)
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If you want to know the kind of trouble we're in, listen to these
words spoken last week by a San Francisco public school administrator whose field is, believe it or not; social science:
"'Why should we teach the democratic process?" he asked.
··Look where the democratic process has brought us in this
country."
He actually said that in an official discussion on shaping the future of the curriculum in
San Francisco's schools. He said that "maybe
the young people were right in believing that
the democratic process just served the oppression of the minorities by the majority ."
This poverty of logic is outstripped only by
the ignorance of history. Because some youngsters are still going hungry, under the free
lunch system, do we then get rid of free
ltaab
lunches? If a corrupt politician gets into office, do we promptly abolish the institution of voting?
·'Democratic process" does not mean "good society." It
identified the political procedures by which a bad society - or
a good society - can be made better. It means the possibility of
change. Not just a one-time change, but a continual, never-end'Beau
ing, change.
Where has the democratic process brought America? To a Editer, J
shameful present when 13 per cent of our people live in poverty
Who E
- from a more shameful past, in 1960, when 24 per cent of our ful' peoJ
people lived in poverty. To a shameful present when only 60 munity;
per cent of the voting-age black population in Mississippi are
I thil'
voters - from a mpre shameful past, in 1964, when 7 per cent with wl
of that population were voters. To a shameful present in which picket
only 26 per cent of non-white workers are in the better-paying chuk's
white-collar jobs - from a more shameful past in 1957, when May
13 per cent of non-white workers had such jobs.
they ~
Where else has the democratic process brought America? To pre sst
a different place politically than Hitler brought Germany and and bl
Stalin brought Russia. Jews and social science teachers ment.
shouldn't have to be told what that means. It means that we very r
can still speak out and protest - sometimes with difficulty. It pens t
means that we can still make changes - usually with diffi- viet U
culty.
am
Perhaps educators have become afraid to teach about the beBut
"difficulty" entailed in the human condition. Perhaps some
m'
of them have succumbed to the easy, politically reactionary, of
a
fev
cruel instant happiness hoax which is more related to psyche- by tJ
delic drugs than to human history. Overnight Gardens-of-Eden SO Sl
sucli as those promised by Hitler and Stalin always turn out to shou
be snake-pits instead because of the absence of democratic that
process.
wet
Let's finally be clear that the common public school is most be
important insofar as it relays something about common huptan all
history: in this case, the need for continual social change, and anc
the democratic process. The young people can get their 3 Rs, thf
their vocational training, their psychic therapy els~where. San
Francisco parents and citizens had better start becoming in- a''
volved in looking at the curriculum. Education is much too important to leave only to the educators - or to their students.
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